Star Trek: A Call To Duty

USS Scimitar NCC-80826 - SD 10912.14


Starring:

Andrew James		as	Ship Manager
			
Einar Sigurðsson		 as	Guest Storyboard Director
			and	Dr. Karl (NPC)
			and	Computer
			and	General Mubar (NPC)

Scott Knight		as	[CO] Captain Ethan Michael MacAllister 

Cathy Knights		as	[XO] Lieutenant Commander Ren Ro'kar

Brad Sumner		as	[CTO] Lieutenant Gabril Vendal

Absent:


			
Blake Harris		as 	[TO] Ensign William T Rocker


Last time on the Scimitar:

The Captain and CTO are attempting to break into the moon's medical facilities in an attempt to take over the manufacturing and production facilities in a hope to get the cure out to the Starfleet crew and hopefully to the general public....should Starfleet get their hands on the drug, they could manufacture enough and distribute to the whole system in a matter of days...that is if the Scimitar is even in one piece still.

Doctor Karl is on board the Scimitar and has managed to take control off the Bridge and locked it down, and has managed to send a distress call to the USS Jaynestown, which was sent to check up on the Scimitar's lack of communication. Captain Jonathan Rome is commanding the Jaynestown and has received the distress signal and informed Starfleet command who have dispatched a fleet to the system as well

<<<<<<<<<<Resume Mission Crossroads – Part 5>>>>>>>>>>

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
::on the surface, trying desperately to treat the wounded and fight the (familiar) feeling of impending doom::

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::Waiting in gunner's chair of police car as the tac team 1 takes out the single guard at the entrance::

Dr. Karl says:
@::looks around the Bridge nervously, the guard dead and the General incapacitated...:: Self: I'm a doctor not an action hero....

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
::stepping out of the car:: CTO: Can we scan inside the complex?

Dr. Karl says:
@::sits down in the Captains chair and enjoys the soft confines, before activating the console in the armrest:: Computer: Computer...is the Bridge secure?

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
Patient 120 of 501: Hold still, I will see if I can find another blanket ::looks around sadly::

Computer says:
@Doctor: All Bridge functions have been isolated. All hatchways and access points are in full lockdown. Separate life support systems activated.

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
CO: Only general scanning, I cannot get precise locations on people and cannot tell who is armed and who is not with this

ACTION: The XO coughs violently into his sleeve, coloring it deep red


CO Capt. MacAllister says:
CTO: Scan as much as you can, I need to know how many are in the complex





CTO Lt. Vendal says:
CO: There are about a hundred people, by the movement of groups and the placement of the large heat plumes I would say they are mostly scientist and doctors, maybe a few guards inside

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
::sinks to the floor, fighting the dizzy feeling and looking at his sleeve:: Self: Need to...to focus... keep steady...breaths ::reaches up and taps his commbadge:: *CTO*: Ro'kar to Ven..Vendal... Progress?

ACTION: A guard steps out of the complex and lits a cigarette, spots the patrol car and waves


CO Capt. MacAllister says:
CTO: Look for individual and pairs, those are most likely to be the guards... once we have their approximate positions we can move in, have your team set weapons for maximum stun.

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
*XO* we are about to launch the attack on the plant

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
*Tac1* tac team 1 take out the guard with the cigarette

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
::waves back only slightly more in the direction of the tactical team::

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
::Smiles thinly, his breathes short:: ^CTO*: Let...let me know when you..you have won

Dr. Karl says:
@::looks around nervously, the Bridge darkened and charred and all these unfamiliar consoles:: Computer: Computer, can you try and scan for the senior crew's biosigns on the moon?

ACTION: The guard falls to the ground motionless as a member of the Tactical team steps out of the shadows behind him and sends the CTO a hand signal


CTO Lt. Vendal says:
CO: My team is in place, this weapon is a slug thrower not a energy weapon, the only stun settings we have are the disruptors and the phaser

Computer says:
@Doctor: Senior crew located.

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
::thinks:: Self: I broke the cardinal rule...I let myself get contaminated... but Ren, this is not your fault...these people...need your help. You have to help them. You have to get up and help them.

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
CTO: Looks like we're going to have to do this the old fashioned way... non lethal force unless fired upon... let's move in.

Dr. Karl says:
@Computer: Beam them all up! Here, to the Bridge! I need some help!

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::Raises hand and then levels it sending the team in:: Pilot: Forward to the building the team should have a large door opened for us

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
::gets back into the car before it moves off::

Computer says:
@Doctor: Unable to comply, Captain MacAllister and Lieutenant Vendal are being protected by an energy field. Locking onto Commander Ro'kar and Chief medical officer.....transport in progress

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
::tries to push himself up again, gritting his teeth tightly::

ACTION: The XO and the deceased CMO materialize on the Scimitar bridge


CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::Motions for team 1 to scout the first room and silent take-down any opposition::

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@::watches the floor beneath him change from dust to ship metal, blinking:: Aloud: The Afterlife? I am not dead, am I?



CTO Lt. Vendal says:
Pilot: The team has opened the door lets get in there

Dr. Karl says:
@XO: I hope not sir. Because I really need some help here...welcome back.

Dr. Karl says:
@::grabs a medical tricorder and scans the CMO....flatlined::

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@::looks up at Doctor Karl:: Doctor Karl: You look..familiar... Medical aren't you?

Dr. Karl says:
@XO: Severe disruptor burns....::looks up:: yes sir. Recently transferred. They kept me onboard to work on the disease

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::receives communications from team:: CO: Sir, teams report they have found the lab, they have the first batch the scientists made and have them continuing to work on more

Dr. Karl says:
@::scans the XO:: XO: You have been infected sir....final stages. ::reaches for the hypo with the cure and injects him:: That should clear it up nicely.

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
Pilot: land the car, I don't think we will have many more problems here.

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@::closes his eyes for a moment, feeling the cocktail course through his body::

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
CTO: Good job... find me a communication station.

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
Copilot: take the gunner's chair in case of any issues

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::Goes and slides the doors closed a little to provide cover

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::Looks at his datapad and finds layout of the building:: CO: This way

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@::takes a deep breath, finding the lungs taking in more oxygen:: Dr. Karl: Excellent, thank you, Doctor..er..?

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::Leads to a communications terminal::

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
::follows the CTO::

Dr. Karl says:
@XO: Karl sir. And you're welcome.....I have managed to send out a distress call to the Jaynestown, they are on their way it seems....also we have the whole platoon trying to break into the Bridge....::points at the access points::

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@::glances at the doors:: Doctor Karl: Not good... ::speaks in a loud enough voice:: Computer: Computer, intruder alert. Seal off the Bridge with a level ten forcefield. Executive Officer authorization Two two beta five theta

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::Finds the terminal but it is not set up for broadcast into space:: CO: this will take a moment to get tied into a broadcast system

Computer says:
@XO: Acknowledged.

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::Begins work on terminal::

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
CTO: Open a secure channel to the Scimitar.

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@Dr. Karl: First thing is to get these people off our ship. Are there other Starfleet personnel on this vessel?

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::ties his commbadge into the terminal to give it broadcast ability enough to contact the ships::

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::Taps a few buttons and communications are up:: CO: Go ahead sir

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
COM: Scimitar: Scimitar... this is Captain MacAllister, respond.

Dr. Karl says:
@XO: As far as I know, only me and Nurses Joline, Billy Jean and Thatcher...left alive.

@ACTION: Two of the Umbicar cruises retreat from the system border and are on course for the Scimitar, their weapon systems armed. The plasma cannons on the moon below register a power surge


XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@COM: CO: Captain? I am back on the ship

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
COM: XO: That's a good start... what's your status?

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@Dr. Karl: See if you can beam those people to this location. We can try flushing the rest of them off the ship

Dr. Karl says:
@XO: Sir. ::nods and taps awkwardly at the operations console::

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@COM: CO: Uhh ::glances at the view screen:: We have a angry mob at the bridge and two menacing Umbicar cruisers on course to intercept

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
CTO: Open a channel to the lead Umbicar ship.

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@Computer: Automate defenses of this vessel, target the lead ship and fire with whatever we have available - Go for the weapon systems first

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::Taps a few buttons and opens a second channel to the Umbicar ships::


Computer says:
@XO: Threat assessment complete, ground to air missiles locking on to USS Scimitar from the moon below. Switch targets or continue firing on lead Umbicar vessel?

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::Hears computer response to the XO over the comm:: COM: XO I will try and see if I can hack their planetary defenses from here

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
COM: Umbicar: This is Captain MacAllister of the Federation starship Scimitar... we have seized control of your medical facility and the treatment for your illnesses... stand down immediately or we WILL destroy it!

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::Moves to another console and begins hacking the planetary defenses::

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::Tries to make them believe that Umbicar ships are targets and federation ships are allies::

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@Computer: Target the missiles on the surface

Computer says:
@XO: Acknowledged. Missile complex targeted.

ACTION: The missile complex powers down


CTO Lt. Vendal says:
CO: Sir I have control of their point defense systems, they should have the lead ships painted as targets now

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
CTO: Monitor all frequencies for a reply from the ships

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
CO: Aye

Computer says:
@XO: Missile complex no longer a threat, resuming attack on lead vessel. Firing torpedoes......firing phasers.......breaking orbit.....firing phasers......

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
COM: XO: What's happening up there?

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@COM: CO: Captain, it seems the planetary defenses are no longer a threat. Now firing on the lead ship

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::Mutes output to second communications channel:: COM: XO: I have their missile systems in my control now sir,

General Mubar says:
#COM: MacAllister: Seize your occupation of the medical facilities immediately or we will destroy your vessel Captain!

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@COM: CTO: Target the vessels and disable them.

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@Dr. Karl: Did you manage to beam the last Starfleet officers to our location?

CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::Launches first salvo from the missile complex at the lead Umbicar ships::

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
COM: Mubar: It seems that we have a stand off... your people have committed an act of war against the federation and in times of war ships are expendable... are your people? Because it you so much as look at the scimitar the wrong way I will give the order to destroy the vaccine and all research data!

Dr. Karl says:
@XO: Trying to sir...before I had the computer to help me.....ok wait....transporting.

@ACTION: The rest of the medical staff are beamed to the Bridge, unharmed


General Mubar says:
#COM: MacAllister: You wouldn't do that.....Starfleet is too honorable!




XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@::notices the rest are in the Bridge and opens a channel:: *All Decks*: Attention 
Umbicar people, you have five minutes to get off the Scimitar before I cut life support

General Mubar says:
#::looks to his right as his aide hands him a datapadd concerning the Scimitar situation, a concerned look on his face::

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
COM: Mubar: You remove me and my crew from my ship... infect us with whatever disease you people have and you don't think I'm going to retaliate? I will destroy everything in this facility including myself to demonstrate that Starfleet will NOT be intimidated!

@ACTION: The Scimitar takes out the weapon systems on both Umbicar vessels


General Mubar says:
#COM: MacAllister: I have ten ships in this system alone

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@::looks at his clock:: Computer: Computer, transfer all available power from all decks except the Bridge. Let me know what capabilities that will give us

ACTION: The CTO starts seeing double and almost topples over from fever and exhaustion


CO Capt. MacAllister says:
COM: Mubar: And we have twenty more on the way... if you think you are a match for us then you're wrong... you have five minutes to comply. ::cuts the COM::

@ACTION: The ship hums as massive amounts of power is rerouted


CTO Lt. Vendal says:
::Hits the floor:: CO: Sir I may not be much more use to you

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@COM:CO: Captain, what is your situation?

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
::calls for one of the tactical team to bring some of the first batch on vaccine::


Computer says:
@XO: Weapons are at 80%...shields 60%, torpedo launchers at full, impulse at 27%, life support 93%, communications at full

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
COM: XO: The CTO's out of action, we're going to try out this vaccine... what's your status?

%ACTION: The General signals a system wide surrender and starts to beam his troops off the Scimitar

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@COM: CO: Not much in the way of impulse but... ::notices that there are massive beam outs happening:: It seems our guests are leaving the ship

CO Capt. MacAllister says:
COM: XO: Sounds like the Umbicar are a little smarter than we gave them credit for... stand by to evacuate all scimitar crew from the surface and coordinate a planetary lockdown with Starfleet.

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@COM: CO: Aye, Captain. ::sighs:: Computer: Computer: re-route all available power to transporters. Lock onto the Scimitar Crew and begin beam out

XO Lt.Cmdr. Ro'kar says:
@Dr. Karl: Looks like we, medical, have a long night of treating patients

<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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